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Aftercare
Instructions

Here’s what you’ll do…

Every 10-minutes for the hour following your
appointment to remove excess lymph fluid.

2X daily for the next ten days using the soap and
ointment provided in your aftercare kit. 

 
Wash hands and add 2 pumps of the soap and 
water mix to your fingertips. Lather, then lightly 
swipe 3X in the direction of your hair.

Cup your hands with water and rinse to make sure all
soap is removed. 

Pat dry with clean paper towel, or Kleenex.
 
Apply RICE GRAIN sized drop of ointment with a 
q-tip. It should not be goopy. One rice grain sized 
drop will cover BOTH brows*. 

After the procedure, the area treated will be 
darker and more intense. This will last a few days
until the skin heals, naturally exfoliates and the true
color emerges. Brows will lighten 30–40%. 

 
During the healing process you may develop dry,
flaky and itchy skin around the treated area. This is
completely normal. It is important not to rub, pick, or
scratch this area.

can touch your brows for the full 10 days.

For 10 days after procedure (other than wash + balm).
This includes showering and pools.

No working out, no saunas or hot tubs for 10 days.
 

SLEEP ON YOUR BACK 

While this might be difficult, for best results it is 
strongly advised to sleep on your back for 10 days. 
Sleeping on your sides could cause uneven healed 
results, or brows that will disappear.

AVOID TOUCHING 

Do not touch your brows, pull, pick, or flick your 
scabs for the next 10 days. This will result in pigment
loss and patchiness. As your new brows heal, 
you may notice some flaking and scabbing of your 
skin. This is completely normal.

This includes tanning beds. If you need to be in the sun,
wear a hat and protect your brows for 10 days. The sun
will strip your brows!

WASH + BALM 

GENTLY PAT YOUR BROWS

LONGEVITY 

AVOID DIRECT WATER

AVOID SWEATING 

AVOID SUN EXPOSURE 

NO MAKEUP, LOTION, FACE WASH,

SERUMS, SHAMPOO OR CONDITIONER 

*DO NOT USE ONE DROP PER BROW.

For your health…
Avoid products that include active ingredients, acne or
anti- aging products, vitamin C, retinal. Anything that
brightens or lightens should not be used on the brows.
Sunscreen on the brows is advised after the full 10
days of healing. Keep face powder/foundation out of
the brows at all times.

Client should consult a healthcare practitioner 
at the first sign of infection or an allergic reaction,
and report any diagnosed infection, allergic
reaction, or adverse reaction resulting from the
tattoo to the artist and to the Texas Department of
State Health Services, Drugs and Medical Devices
Group, at 1-888-839-6676.

Use sterile bandage(s) or other sterile dressing(s) when necessary.

The do-nots…

Zip, zero, zilch…
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